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The Lexus  UX was  revealed along with an art ins tallation from Daniel Heidkamp. Image credit: Lexus

 
By DANNY PARISI

NEW YORK Toyota Corp.'s Lexus is combining luxury comforts with the performance of a sport utility vehicle with
the latest addition to its luxury compact crossover series.

Lexus unveiled its new UX at the Highline Stages in New York City on March 27, putting the model on display as the
company boasted of its  specifications meant to appeal to the modern urban citizen. Additionally, non-profit art
company RxArt and artist Daniel Heidkamp were tapped to design an art installation to celebrate the car.

"Two decades ago, Lexus launched the luxury utility vehicle category with the RX and I think we could all say its
been a huge and wild success," said David Christ, vice president of sales operation at Lexus, who introduced the
event. "The great news is that since the RX launched there are over 50 luxury utility vehicles on sale.

"The UX will be the gateway into the Lexus brand," he said.

Luxury-sport crossover
Lexus' UX is designed from the ground up to blend performance and leisure.

The car's status as a luxury-utility crossover vehicle is the core of the idea, and its details support the hybridity in
every area. The lush interiors speak to being a luxury car while the "muscular haunches," as Mr. Christ called the
car's aggressive rear fenders, show its performance capabilities.
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The Lexus UX. Image credit: Lexus

Mr. Christ spoke about some of the details of the car, including the interiors, which were designed to be reminiscent
of Japanese washi paper, the kind used for origami and calligraphy.

The car will also be equipped with Apple CarPlay and Amazon Alexa integration.

"When you look at the UX, you see bold exterior styling, a high belt line, dramatic curves, an aggressive front and rear
fender," Mr. Christ said. "When you look inside, you see the luxurious interior."

Modern urban dwellers
Some of Lexus' recent campaigns have focused on other cars in the luxury compact line. For example, Lexus is
taking a multicultural approach to marketing the Lexus RX L, emphasizing the universal nature of the car and the
brand's burgeoning Latin American audience.

The automaker's marketing campaign focuses on how the car is suited for long peaceful drives alone or
shepherding a large family and friends around town. To reinforce this message, Lexus produced similar short films
with different families and in different languages but which focus on the same shared experiences (see story).

The brand has also been experimenting with virtual reality recently. Lexus made the point that its  cars can only be
appreciated in-person by leveraging a trendy technology.

Video still from Lexus' Command Performance Sales Event ad. Image credit: Lexus

In the automaker's "Virtual to Reality" ads, models are shown using various virtual reality devices to take a simulated
test drive. While most VR efforts have centered on providing the viewer with an immersive experience, Lexus' ads
instead take a third-person view, highlighting the limitations of the innovation in an effort to drive traffic to its
dealers (see story).

Lexus is hoping these innovative ads and the hybrid stylings of the Lexus UX will help it attract a whole new class of
customer.

"When you think about this car, you might think about who is it for?" Mr. Christ said. "We call them the modern urban
dweller: someone who wants a new approach to luxury, someone who wants to find new and bold adventures in
their car.

"It marries the performance of the utility vehicle with the fun-to-drive nature of a luxury car."
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